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The chief aim in this work is to study evolution equations of the form 
MZ+Lu=h, 
where L and M are suitable closed linear operators between complex 
Banach spaces and M may be degenerate, that is, M has not a bounded 
inverse. We have already considered problems of type (1) or (2) in some 
previons papers [see [S, 91, e.g.], but here, unIike those papers, where the 
parabolic case is mainly investigated, we are developing an abstract theory 
for hyperbolic problem. 
Hence, we shall be able to handle, as an application of (1) or (2) 
systems of differential equations with L = L(x, a/ax), a first-order differen- 
tial operator, and M = m(x), where m can have zeros. Our results on (I) 
and (2) follow from some quite general statements relative to the 
operational equations 
BMu+Lu=h (3) 
and 
MBu+Lu=h, (4) 
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where B is another closed linear operator in the Banach space E (the 
derivate with respect to t in (1)) and L, M satisfy hypotheses of spectral 
type entering in various, abstract and/or concrete, differential equations. 
In handling (3) and (4), we shall adapt the Da Prato-Grisvard device 
[6] (see also [7]) of seaking a solution under integral form. This implies, 
among other things, that no density assumption on the domains of the 
operators is necessary. 
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 1 we consider Eq. (3) under 
the assumptions that L(zM+ L)-’ and (B- 2))’ exist for all z in the 
logarithmic region /i = n(a, b), where 
A=/i(a,b)={z:Rez~a+blog(l+~zj)}, 4 h 2 0, 
and in a neighbourhood of the complementary set of /1, respectively, that 
the commute and their norms in L(E) have a polynomial growth (L(E) 
denotes the space of all bounded linear operators from E into itself). 
We obtain existence (and uniqueness) results under the hypothesis that 
h E D(Bk), the domain of B’, k a sufficiently large integer number (time 
regularity), or h E R(Tk), the range of Tk (space regularity), where 
T= ML -i (in fact, we always suppose that L is invertible and 
D(L) E D(M)). 
Section 2 is devoted to Eq. (3) as in Section 1, except the u-region 
U(u)=(z:Rez>\Imzj”), O<a<l, 
replaces /l(u, b). 
Now existence of the solution for (3) is proved only for all h in a dense 
subspace of R(T”), for a certain integer number (space regularity). In this 
section we obtain an abstract extension of R. Beals’ results in [ 11, concern- 
ing the Cauchy problem connected with (1 ), M the identity operator. We 
also refer to [24], where there are studied regular (abstract Gevrey 
spaces-valued) solutions for this problem, with applications to hyperbolic 
equations with multiple characteristics). 
In Section 3, Eq. (4) is considered under both of the preceding spectral 
hypotheses. Substantially, (4) is reduced to an equation of type (3) by 
noting that if L-‘LED, then (4) is equivalent to a type-(3) equation 
B(L--‘M) u+u=BL-lh, Bu=u. 
In Section 4 we apply what we have previously obtained to abstract dif- 
ferential equations (1) and (2). The section is divided into two parts. In the 
first one we treat some initial value problems connected with them, and we 
show that under certain compatibility conditions on the data, they can be 
transformed into an operational problem of type (3) and (4) in the space 
C[O, r; X] of all strongly continuous functions from [0, z] into the Banach 
space X (in which L, M assume their values) with the sup-norm. As an 
example, we consider a degenerate hyperbolic system [for a different treat- 
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ment of it, based upon the theory in [6] under hypotheses of hyperbolic 
type, see [lo]]. 
In the second part we deal with an equation as (C;=. Ak dk/dtk) u =J It 
is reduced to a first order equation and then we give some conditions on 
the operator-pencil CT_0 zkAk that shall permit us to use what we obtained 
previously in the first part. We observe that in [S], J. Chazarain obtained 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the well posedness of the 
corresponding Cauchy problem in the sense of distributions and of Gevrey- 
type distributions; they are expressed just in terms of the regions 
(logarithmic or a-region) which we are considering. 
1. LOGARITHMIC REGIONS 
In this section L and M will denote two closed linear operators from a 
complex Banach space F into another Banach space E such that 
zM + L = P(z) has a bounded inverse P(z) -’ in the logarithmic region 
A(a, b) = A; without loss of generality we shall always suppose that L is 
invertible and D(L) c D(M). Before our theorems concerning Eq. (3), we 
list some assumptions which will be used henceforth. 
ASSUMPTION H. 1. There are a positive constant M and a non negative 
integer m such that 
W’(z)-‘; L(E)lI <MC1 + IzI)~, ZEA. 
Concerning B, we shall suppose that it is a closed linear operator in E 
satisfying 
ASSUMPTION H.2. The resolvent (B - z) - ’ exists for all complex num- 
bers z in a neighborhood B of C \ A, and there are M’ > 0, p 2 0 such that 
II(B-z)~‘; L(E)11 <M’(l + IzlY’, ZEQ. 
Last, we shall assume that B commutes with the pair of operators L, M, 
according to 
ASSUMPTION H.3. For all z’ E D and z” E A, the commutator 
(B-z’)-‘LP(z”-‘-LP(z”)-’ (B-z’)-’ vanishes. 
The first result we obtain is 
THEOREM 1.1. Under Assumptions H.l-H.3, Eq. (3) has at least one 
solution for all h E D(Bk), where k is the smallest integer greater than 
m+p+l. 
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Proof. Let y be the boundary of the logarithmic region n(a, b), oriented 
clockwise with respect o ,4; we may assume that z = 0 lies on the left-hand 
side of y. For all f E E the integral 
(27ci)-‘ j z-kP(z)-’ (B-z)-‘fdz=J,f 
Y 
defines a bounded linear operator Jk, in view of H.l, H.2 and the 
hypothesis on k. Here the integral may be viewed either as a generalized 
Riemann integral or as a Bochner one. Let us prove that u = J,B’h satisfies 
(3). To this end, define 
I,f= (271i)-’ j z-‘(zT+I)-’ (B-z)-‘fdz, j>k. 
Y 
Then, it is an easy matter (by a standard technique in vector-valued 
analytic functions) to see that u E D(M) and (recall that T= ML -I is a 
bounded operator in E), 
Mu=TI,Bkh=B-‘h-I,,,Bkh. 
It follows that Mu E D(B) and, since 
5 ~-(~+‘)(zT+I)-‘dz=0, I’ 
we have BMu = h - Lu. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If H.l-H.3 hold and h E D( B”) = np 1 D(B’), then the 
solution u = JkBkh of (3) satisfies Mu E D(B”). 
It follows, in particular, that if E = F and (B - z’) -’ commutes with 
P(z”) -I for all z’ and z” in a neighborhood of y, then u E D( B” ). 
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.1 allows, of course, to handle (3) without any 
degeneration in M, that is, when M coincides with the identity operator in 
E = F, b = 0 in the definition of n and p = 0 in Assumption H.2; one then 
obtains a typically hyperbolic problem. For example, let 1 C$ q < 00, 
0 < z < co, X be a Banach space over the complex field. Define the operator 
B by means of D(B) = Wp[O, r; X], the space of all u E LY(O, 5; X) such 
that the derivative u’ E Lq(O, r; X) and u(0) = 0, Bu = u’. 
Then B satisfies H.2, with p = 0, in any halfplane Re z < a. 
Remark 1.4. If the operator B in H.2 is also densely defined in E, and 
hence D(Bj) is dense in E for all j 2 1, then for all h E E there is a sequence 
of h, E D(Bk), with k > m +p + 1, such that h, converges to h in E as 
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n --) co; therefore there exist the strong limits of B-kL~, and of 
Bvck-‘)Mu, as n + 03, where u, = JkBkh,. 
In particular, if E = F and L itself commutes with B, we deduce the 
existence of the strong limit of B-k~, as n + co. So for each h E E there is a 
sequence u, E D(L) such that Mu, E D(B) for all n = 1,2, . . . . BMu, + Lu, 
converges in E to h as n + co and BMku,, has a limit in E (as n --) 00). We 
could say that the sequence U, defines a “generalized” solution for (3). 
Referring to the operator B we have considered in Remark 1.3, w is the 
strong limit of Bpku, as n + cc if the sequence of the primitives of order k 
of U, = u,(t), vanishing in t = 0 together all their derivatives up to order 
k - 1, has w = w(t) as a limit in Ly(O, z; X). 
Next we will examine what happens when one changes to role of the 
operators B and Tin the operational technique we used. If Lu = o, then (3) 
reads BTU + o = h; assume for a moment that T has a bounded inverse so 
we are allowed to apply to the equation Bw + T-‘w = h the existence 
results in [68]. Accordingly, we have 
w = -(2xi)-’ s z-“(z-B)-‘(T-l+z)-L(-T-L)k(-h)dz YI 
= (- l)k (27ci)-1 j?, z -kT(B-z)-L (zT+I)-’ T-kh dz, 
where k is a certain positive integer and y, is a suitable unbounded contour 
in the complex plane. The problem is to give some sense to T-kh when T is 
not invertible. Now, if h E R(Tk), Tekh of course doesn’t occur in the 
expression for w and thus we can hope that u = skf, where 
s,=(-l)k(2ni)-‘[ z -kL-‘(B-z)-’ (zT+Z)-‘dz, T”f =h, 
YI 
is a solution for (3). 
In fact, we will prove the following result, which permits the solving of 
(3) under the hypothesis that h belongs to the range of a certain power of 
T, without any “regularity,” as in Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.5. If Assumptions H.l-H.3 hold and the integer k is the 
smallest one greater than m +p + 1, then (3) has a solution for any 
hER(Tk). 
Prooj Let us specify the contour yi which occurs in the definition of 
Sk : y1 shall indicate the path composed from Re z = a+ b log(l + lzl) 
for Iz( >,a,>0 and z = aOeU, where 40~<~2~-44, do= 
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arc cos(a; ‘(a + b log(1 + a,))), a,, a suitably chosen constant; y, is oriented 
so that Im z increases along yi . Such a number as a, exists since L has a 
bounded inverse. Now we shall quickly show that u = S,f, with T”f = h, 
solves (3). First, u E D(M) and 
Mu=(-l)“+’ (Zri)-‘1 z- (k+‘)(B-z)-’ (zT+Z). ‘fdz. 
7, 
This implies that Mu E D(B) and 
BMu=(-~)~+* (2ni))’ I z-(k+‘)(zT+I)p’fdz+ Lu :‘I 
=Tkj”fLu=h+Lu, 
because 
j” 
7 I
z-‘k+‘)(zT+Z)-‘fdz= -Ir,I-ii+li(~T+I)-‘fd;l 
where Z, denotes the counterclockwise oriented circumference (zl = E, with 
a small radius E. 
On the other hand, it is simple routine to verify that this last expression 
coincides with (2ni)( - 1 )k+ ’ T”f Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.6. If M= Z, Theorem 1.5 afhrms that (3) is solvable for each 
h E D(Lk). 
Remark 1.7. If h em, the closure of R( Tk) in E, and hence h is the 
strong limit of h, = T”f, as n + co, in view of Theorem 1.5, (3) has one 
solution u, = skfn corresponding to the right-hand side h,. This implies 
that there exists u,, E D(L) such that BM, + Lu, -+ h in E and TkLu, has a 
limit in E as n -+ co. 
Note that if k = 1, M = Z and D(L) is dense in E = F, one should obtain a 
strong solution for (3) in the sense of the definition in [6]. 
Remark 1.8. If h E n;, R( Tj) = R( T”) in Theorem 1.5, then 
Lu E R( Ta ), too, for h = T’fi, j > k, implies h = p (Tie “f;) and hence Lu = 
Tj- ‘Skjj. In particular, if M = Z, from h f D(L”) it follows that u E D(L” ). 
Next result provides uniqueness of the solution for problem (3); it reads: 
THEOREM 1.9. Under H.l-H.3, Problem (3) has at most one solution. 
Proof It is enough to show that if BTU + u = 0, then u = 0. In fact, if y, 
indicates the path introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.5 and k is chosen 
in such a way that the integrals we shall consider converge, then 
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o= (2n)-’ j z-& (zT+Z)-’ (B-z)-’ (BTv+u} dz 
YI 
= (2ni)-Is,, z -kB(B-z)-’ (zT+Z)-’ Tudz 
+ (2ni)-‘J z -k(zT+Z)-l (B-z)-‘udz 
YI 
= (i) + (ii). 
By writing TV as z-‘(zTf I- I) v, z # 0, we see that 
(i)= -(271i)-1 1 z -‘k+*)B(B-z)-‘(zT+Z)-‘vdz 
YI 
= -(2ni)-1 s z -@+‘)(zT+Z)-’ v dz- (ii). 
YI 
The first addendum in the last expression is nothing else that (- l)k Tkv. 
This implies that 7% = 0. Since BTU + v = 0, application of Tk- ’ to both 
members of this equation leads to Tk- ‘u = 0 and so on, until TV = v = 0 is 
obtained. Q.E.D. 
2. REGIONS OF TYPE a 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 0 <a< 1; we shall say that the domain iJ, = 
{z: z E @, Re z > Jim zl”} is a region of type a or an a-region. 
If b > 0, let us define U(a, b) = U, u (z: (z[ ,< b) and denote by f the con- 
tour 
r= {z; JzJ = b/2, Re z <x0} u (z: IzJ 2 b/2, Re z = IIm zl”) 
oriented from the lower to the upper halfplane. Here x0 is the unique 
positive solution of x2+x 2/U = b2/4. We further need the following 
assumptions: 
ASWMPTION H.4. The closed linear operators L, A4 from F into E satisfy 
the conditions in H.l, with U(a, b) replacing A(a, b). 
ASSUMPTION H.5. B is a closed linear operator from E into itself such 
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that (B - z))’ exists for all z in an open set strictly containing C\ U(U, b) 
where holds the estimate 
II(B-z))‘; L(E)11 <Cexp(lzl”), zer, Iz\ large, 
(C is a positive constant). 
As we said in the Introduction, we will develop an idea of R. Beals [ 1 ] 
in order to solve (3) in this case. Given s>O, let h,(z) the branch of 
exp( -E( -z)~), z $ U,, where a <g < 1, which is positive for z < 0. One 
easily recognizes that lh,(z)l <exp( -dlzlg) for all ZE r, (z( large, and this 
implies that u,: = qf is well defined for each JE E, where 
q= (2ni)-’ 1 h,(z) P(z)’ (B-z) ’ dz. 
I- 
Of course we are going to modify suitably the technique which let us to 
obtain Theorem 1.5. We shall prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Under Assumptions H.3-H.5, problem (3) has at least one 
solution for all h in a dense subspace of R( T” + ’ ). 
Proof We shall show that one solution for (3) exists if h has a par- 
ticular form; then, we shall see that such h’s form a dense subspace in 
R( T”+ ‘). It is a simple matter to verify that if f E E, u,: = Ycf E D(M), and 
Muc= -(27ci)-’ j” z-’ h,(z)(zT+I)-’ (B-z)-‘fdz. 
r 
Furthermore, U, E D(L), Mu, E D(B), with 
BMu,+Lu,= -@xi)- ~rz~‘h,(z)(zT+l))‘fdz=J,f: 
And thus, (3) has one solution for any h of the type h = Jf for a certain 
f E E and E > 0. We now are going to prove that if f E R( T”’ + 1 ), then there 
exists the strong limit of Jf, as E 10, and it coincides with f itself. In order 
to see this, let f = 7”” ’ ‘j”, fi E E. Then 
JS = -(2k-’ jrz -‘h,(z)(zT+Z)) T"'+'f, dz 
= . . . = (2ni)-’ jr z -*h,(z)(zT+ I))’ 7”‘f, dz 
=(-1)“(2ni))’ jrz -‘“+*)h,(z)(zT+Z)-‘fi dz. 
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Since lh,(z)I 6 C’ for all E E (0, l] and z E Z, Lebesgue theorem implies that 
Jfconverges in E, as ~10, to (-1)“(2zi)-’ Sr~-(m+2)(zT+Z)-‘f,dz. 
On the other hand we easily recognize that the last integral coincides with 
-sr* z -(m+2)(~T+ Z))‘f, dz, where Z, is the counterclockwise oriented 
circumference Iz( = 6. A trivial calculation gives the desired result. Q.E.D. 
Uniqueness for the solution of (3) is ensured by 
THEOREM 2.2. If H.3-H.5 hold, then (3) has almost one solution. 
ProoJ: We need modify slightly the proof of Theorem 1.9. In fact, if u 
satisfies BTU + u = 0, then 
0= (2xi)-l 1 h,(z)(zT+Z)-’ (B-z)-’ BTU dz 
r 
+Irh,(z)(zT+ 1))’ (B-z)-‘vdz 
=(l)+(2). 
We immediately see [note that we make use of H.31 that 
(l)= -(21ti)-ljrz -‘h,(z) B(B-z)-’ (zT+Z)-‘udz=J,u-(2). 
Hence J,u = 0 and also TJ,u = 0. But this implies 
o= (27ci)-1 frz -2h,(zT+Z-Z)(zT+Z)-1 udz 
= -(27~i)-~ j-/h,(z)(zT+Z)-’ vdz. 
Repeating the same argument, we obtain 
0= (2ni)-‘i,z -(m+2)h,(z)(zT+Z)-1 udz, 
for all E > 0. Letting E JO, we have T”’ + lu = 0. We can then conclude, as in 
the proof of Theorem 1.9, that v = 0. Q.E.D. 
3. THE EQUATION MBu+Lu=h 
In this section we shall be concerned with Eq. (4), where B is a closed 
linear operator from E into itself, L and M are closed linear operators from 
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E into F, h is a given element of F and u is the unknown. Of course, E and 
F are complex Banach spaces. 
We have already pointed out in the Introduction in what manner (4) can 
be reduced to a problem of type (3). Since there are troubles with the 
closure of the operator L-‘M in the space E, we are compelled to find a 
new space in which to consider the reduced equation. It turns out that 
D(L) is the right space if we slightly modify the preceding assumptions. We 
shall see that they often occur in the applications. 
ASSUMPTION H.6. The operator zM + L = P(z) has a bounded inverse.for 
alizEA(a,b)=A and 
WV-‘; L(F)11 d C(1 + I4 I’“, ZEA, 
where C>O and m>O. 
ASSUMPTION H.7. D(L) is a subspace invariant under (B - z)- ’ for all z 
in a neighbourhood Q of a=\ A, with 
lI(B-z)-‘; L(D(L))Il ,<C’(l + l‘?l)P, 
with C’>O andp30. 
ASSUMPTION H.8. For all z’ E A, z” E Q and f E D(L), we have 
P(z’)-’ L(B-z”))‘,f=(B-z”))’ P(z’)- ’ LJ 
Now we are ready to establish existence and uniqueness results for (4) in 
the case of a logarithmic region. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume H.6-H.8. If L-‘h E D(Bk), where k is the smallest 
integer greater than m +p + 2, then (4) has at least one solution. 
Proof. According to the previous reduction, we seek a solution for (4) 
under the form 
u = (2ni))’ s z-‘~-~‘B-‘P(z)- (B-z))’ BkLm’hdz, Y 
where y is the contour that we have used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. In 
fact, we have 
MBu=h-(2ni))‘I z-~LP(z)-* L(B-z))’ BkLP’hdz. 
i 
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Now, H-8 implies that we can express P(z)-’ L(B-z)-’ on D(L) as 
B-‘P(z)-‘LB(B-z)-‘=B-‘P(z)-‘L+zB-’P(z)-’L(B-z)-‘; 
hence, last addendum in the right hand side of the expression for MBu 
coincides with Lu. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose E = F and 
IIP(z)-‘; L(E)lI < C”(1 + lzl)‘, ZEA, 
with C” > 0 and r > 0. Assume also H.6, H.7. If B- ’ commutes with L - ’ and 
T( =ML- ‘), then (4) has one solution for each h E D(Bk), where 
k>max{m, r} +p+ 1. 
Proof: The u in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be put under the form 
u= (27ti)-’ s z-kP(z)-l(B-z)-l Bkh dz. Y 
We have UE D(B) and, since P(z)-’ = L-‘(zT+ I)-‘, 
Bu= (2ni)-’ 1 z -‘+‘P(z)-’ (B-z)-’ B&h dz. 
Y 
It follows that 
MBu=(2ni)-‘1 z -k(P(z)-L)P(z)-l(B-z)-l Bkhdz=h-Lu. 
Y 
Q.E.D. 
The result for (4) corresponding to Theorem 1.5 reads 
THEOREM 3.3. Under Assumptions H6H8, problem (4) has one solution 
for all hER(Tk”), where k>m+p+ 1. 
Proof We can suppose h = TkMf, with f E D(L). We shall prove that 
u=(-l)k+’ (27ci)-’ jy, z --(k+‘)(B-~)-l P(z)-‘Lfdz, 
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where yI is the path we introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.5, solves (4). 
First, u E D(B) with 
Bu=(qk+l (27+-l j z -(k+‘)P(~)-’ Lf dz 
71 
+(-I) k+l (27ci)-’ I 
z-~(B-z)-’ P(z)-‘Lfdz. 
YL 
Furthermore, in view of H.8, Z3u E D(M) and 
BMu=(-l)“+’ (27ci).-I j z -(k+” T(zT+Z)-’ Lf dz 
i’ 1 
+(-l)k+’ (2ni)-L 1 zek T(zT+Z)-‘L(B-z)-‘fdz 
;‘I 
= (i) f (ii). 
Obviously, by H.8 again, 
(ii) = (- l)k (27ci)-’ 
s 
z-(~+‘)LP(z)-’ L(B-z)-‘fdzz -Lu. 
YI 
As for (i), it coincides with (- l)k (2ni) ’ j,;, =p zetk+ “T(zT+ I) ’ &f dz, 
where p > 0 is suffkiently small and thus we easily see that 
(i)= Tkc’Lf=h. Q.E.D. 
Uniqueness is ensured by 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf H&H.8 are satisfied, then Problem (4) has at most one 
solution. 
Proof Suppose MBu + Lu = 0, that is, L -‘M&A + u = 0, and hence 
BNBu + Bu = 0, with N = L- ‘h4. Consider N as a bounded operator from 
D(L) into itself. Our assumption H.6 implies that for all f~ ZI( L) we have 
llW+Z)-'f;~(L)ll= IILW-' Lf;F1/ GC(1 +Izl)" llf;D(LJl(; 
further, 
(B-z”)-’ (z’N+Z)-‘f=(B-z”)-’ P(z’)-’ Lf 
= (z’N+Z)-’ (B-z”)--If, 
in virtue of H.8. 
Hence, H.7 and Theorem 1.9 applied to BNv + u = 0, imply Bu = u = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
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To treat (4) under hypotheses analogues to the ones in Section 2, we 
again need some “ad hoc” definitions. 
For brevity, we shall say that Assumption H&-H.8 hold if H.6-H.8, 
respectively, are satisfied, with U(a, b) [see Definition 2.11 instead of 
A(a, b). H.7 is replaced by 
ASSUMPTION H.7’. D(L) is a subspace of E invariant under (B - z) - ‘for 
all z in an open neighbourhood of C \ U(a, b) and 
II@-z)-‘; L(D(L))ll i Cexp(lzl% 
for each z E r, with large (~1, where C is a positive constant and r the boun- 
dary of U(a, b). 
We will directly show 
THEOREM 3.5. Under Assumption H.6’-H.8’, (4) has one solution for all 
h in a dense subspace of R( T”’ + ’ ). 
Proof Let 
24, = -(27ci)-’ J z-‘h,(z)(B-z)-’ P(z)-’ Lf dz, I- 
where E > 0 and f E D(L). The integral converges, as one easily sees by 
expressing (B-z)-’ P(z)-’ as L-‘L(B-z)-‘L-‘LP(z)-’ and using H.6’ 
and H.7’. H.8’ furnishes U, E D(B) and 
Bu,= -(X-l Jrzelh,(z) P(z)-‘Lfdz 
i 
+i;h,(z) P(Z)-’ L(B-z)-‘fdz 
I 
MBu, = (2xi)-’ 
f 
Jrz-Zh,(z) LP(z)-’ Lf dz 
+Jrz 
-‘h,(z) LP(z)-’ L(B-z)-‘f dz 
= -Lu,+Y6f, 
where Jy = (27ri) - ’ fr z -‘h,(z)(zT+ I)-’ Lf dz, fe D(L). In particular, if 
f = (L-‘M)“g, with go D(L), then 
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J:f= (27Ti)-1 jI.Z -2h,(z)(zT+z)-’ M(L-‘AI)“--‘gdz 
=(-1)'(27ci)-' jrz -'2+i)hs(z)(zT+z)-' L(L-'M)"-'gdz 
for j = 0, 1, . . . . m. Hence, for j = m, 
J:f=(-1)“(2ni))’ jrz -‘“+2’h,(z)(zT+ I) --I Lg dz, 
and it is immediate to verify that then JLf converges to T”‘+‘Lg as E JO. 
Since R(L) = F, this prove our statement. Q.E.D. 
By means of an argument similar to the one we have used in proving 
Theorem 3.4, Theorem 2.2 yields 
THEOREM 3.6. Zf H.6’-H.8’ hold, then (4) has at most one solution. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO ABSTRACT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Applications 1 
In the study of initial-value problems connected with abstract differential 
equations, we will confine our investigations in searching for “true” 
solutions of the problem 
~(A,u(t))+A,u(t)=f(t), Od T<z, 
(5) 
lim ))A,u(t)--w,;X/I =O, 
(10 
where f is a strongly continuous from [0, T] into the complex Banach 
space X, Ai, i = 0, 1, is a closed linear operator from the (complex) Banach 
space Y into X, with D(A,)sD(A,) and A0 invertible. 
We at once explain what we intend as one solution for (5). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A function u from [0, t J into D(A,) such that 
t -+ A,u(t) E C[O, t; X], t + A, u(t) E C”‘[O, r; X] and (5) is satisfied, shall 
be said to be a Strict solution for (5). 
According usual notations, for m = 1, 2, . . . . C’“‘[O, t; X] denotes the 
space of all X-valued m-times continuously strongly differentiable functions 
on [0, r]. 
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Remcrk 4.2. If A’= Y, A, = A and A, denotes the embedding operator 
of D(A) into X, then (5) reads 
u’(t)+Au(t)=f(t), O<t<z, 
(6) 
the usual Cauchy problem. 
In describing our results we shall need the following assumption: 
ASSUMPTION H.9. The operator zA, + A,, has a bounded inverse for all 
z E A(a, b) and 
II~,(~~,+~,)-l;~(~~II~~~~+l~l~m, zE &a, b), 
with some positive constants C and m. 
Let A,A&‘=S; if w,eA,(D(A,))= {A,x:xED(A,)), and hence 
w0 = SvO, v0 E A’, then A,u = v transforms (5) into the equivalent problem 
d(Sv(t))/dt+v(t)=f(t), O<t<r, 
!iE )I S(v( t) - 0,); XII = 0. 
(7) 
Define z(t) = u(t) - xi’=, (t’lj!) uj, where vi, . . . . v, E A’ and the positive 
integer r shall be fixed later on. Then (7) is in turn reduced to 
d(Sz(t))/dt+z(t)=h(t), O<t<z, 
(8) 
with h(t) =f(t) - c;=d (tj/j!)(Svj+, + vi) - (t’/r!) v,. That being stated, we 
are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 4.3, Assume H.9 and let p = br; let k be the smallest positive 
integer >m +p + 1. Zf f E C’k’[O, z; X], then (5) has a unique strict solution 
on [0, z] for all w,, of the type 
k-l 
wg= 1 (-l)‘sj+‘(f”‘(O))+w, 
j=O 
where w E R( Sk + ’ ). 
ProoJ We want to apply Theorem 1.1. To this end, we take C[O, z; X] 
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as E and D(B) = { u E C(‘)[O, r; X]: u(0) = 0}, Bu = u’. It is immediate to 
see that 
for all z in a neighbourhood of c\n(a, b). If we choose r = k in the 
definition of z(t), then Theorems 1.1 and 1.9 state that (S), and hence (5) 
has a unique strict solution if 
f”‘(0) - (Su, + , + Vi) = 0, 
for j = 0, 1, . . . . k- 1. Let uk = i7. Then vk-, =f’k-‘)(0) - Sv”, and suc- 
i (k cessively uk P.i = c!:d ( - 1 )i Sf - j+ “(0) + ( - 1)’ Sjo” for j = 2, . . . . k. In 
particular, u0 = Cf$’ ( - l)i s’f(‘)(O) + ( - l)k Ski?, and also 
k-l 
wo = 1 ( - 1)’ sj+ ‘j-“‘(O) + W 
/=O 
with w E R( Sk + ’ ). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.4. If A is a closed linear operator in the Banach space X such 
that z + A has a bounded inverse for all z E n(a, b), and 
II(z+A)-l;L(X)IldC(l+(zl)m-‘, z E A(a, b), (9) 
for certain constants C > 0 and m > 1, then the equations 
f”‘(0) - (AP’uj+, + oj) = 0, j=O, 1 , . . . . k - 1, 
could be solved from j = 0 on, if f”‘(0) - ujc D(A) for j= 0, 1, . . . . k - 1. 
Therefore, problem (6) shall have a strict solution iff”‘(O) - vi E D(A), j = 
0, 1, . . . . k- 1, where u;=A[f(‘-‘j(O)-aim ,] for i= 1, 2, . . . . k. 
Remark 4.5. If f(t) vanishes identically on [0, r] then the 
homogeneous problem (5) (resp. (6)) has a unique strict solution for each 
W,E R(Sk+‘) (resp. for all wo~D(Ak+‘)). 
Application of Theorems 1.5 and 1.9 yields the following statements, 
where no time regularity is assumed for f(t); it is replaced by a range 
condition: ,f = Skg. Exactly, 
THEOREM 4.6. Let us assume that H.9 holds and let k the smallest integer 
>m +p + 1, p = bz. Then problem (5) has a unique strict solution on [0, T] 
for each w. E R(Sk’ ‘) and any f of the type f(t) = Skg(t), where g E 
C[O, T; A-J. 
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ProoJ It is enough to write w0 = SuO, u(t) = u0 + w(t) and to transform 
(5) into 
d(Sw(t))/dr + w(t) =f(t) - uo, 0 d t d T, 
VE 11 Sw( t); XI/ = 0. 
To such a problem one applies the afore-said theorems with E = 
C[O, z; X]. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If Assumption (9) is satisfied and k is chosen as in 
Theorem 4.6, then (6) has a unique strict solution for all u. E D(Ak+ ‘) and 
all f strongly continuous from [0, t] into D(Ak). 
Remark 4.8. It is to be noted that, unlike Theorem 4.3, Theorem 4.6 
requires no link between the non homogeneous part f and the initial con- 
dition w. in problem (5). 
We now will give some results relative to regions of type a; that is, we 
shall suppose that Ao, A, are closed linear operators from Y into X satisfy- 
ing H.9 in the region U, (and hence, in U(a, b)). 
Let J, = -(2ni)-’ jr.z -‘h,(z) AI(zA, + A,)-’ dz, where E > 0 and r is 
the contour we introduced in Section 2. Then the same proof of 
Theorem 2.1 allows us to deduce that if f(t) = S”‘+ ‘g(t), 0 d t d z, 
gEC[O,r;X], S=A,A;‘, and w~=S~+~U~, u ,EX, then for any F>O 
there is a unique strict solution w, = w,(t) for the problem 
d(Sw,(t))/dt+w,(t)=J,[f(t)-S”+‘uo], O<t<T, 
lim Sw,( t) = 0. 
t10 
Therefore, z,(t) = w,(t) + J,S” + ‘u. fullils 
d(Sz,(t))/dt+z,(t)=J,f(t), O<t<t, 
lim Sz,(t) = J,w,. 
t10 
It suffices, in fact, to take E = C[O, r; X] in that Theorem, with the obvious 
definitions of B, L, and M. 
From Theorem 2.1 we also deduce that 
II Jf-f; CC@ r; Xl 0, II Je wo - wo ; XII 
converge to zero as ~10. And thus we can establish 
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THEOREM 4.9. IfH.9 holds on U,, then problem (5) has a unique strict 
solution for each f and w,, belonging to two subspaces everywhere dense in 
s “+‘(C[O, z; X]) and in S”‘+*(X), respectively. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Under Assumption (9) relative to z E U,, problem (6) 
has a unique strict solution on [0, t] for each f and w0 in some dense 
subspaces of C[O, T; D(A”+ ‘)I and D(A”‘2), respectively. 
In this way we have obtained the result in [l] as said in the Introduc- 
tion. 
Remark 4.11. Let B,, i = 0, 1, be a closed linear operator from a 
Banach space Y into another Banach space X. Given a strongly continuous 
function f from [0, z] into X and USE Y, we shall say that u = u( .) is a 
strict solution for the problem 
B,u’(t)+B,u(t)=f(t), O<ttTr, 40) = 4, (10) 
if UE C”‘[O, r; Y], u(t)ED(B,,), and u’(t) ED(B,) for all tF [0, t], 
B,u( .) E C[O, T; X] and (10) holds. 
Note that necessarily USE D(B,). Let r be a positive integer and let 
uI, . . . . u, be certain elements in Y. If one defines u(t) - C;= o ( ti/i!) ui = z(t), 
then (10) takes the form 
B,z’(t)+B,z(t)=h(t), O<t<z, z(O)=O, 
where h(t)=f(t)-xJ:i (t’/“!){Bouj+B,~j+,}-(t’/r!) B~u,. Hence, 
application of Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 in a first time and of Theorem 3.3. 3.4 
in a second one, leads to 
THEOREM 4.12. Suppose that B,, B, satisfy a condition of type H.9 (with 
Bi instead of Ai). Let p = br. Zf f E Ck’[O, r; X], where k is the smallest 
integer number >m + p $2, then (10) has a unique strict solution for ali 
u. E D(B,) such that 
k-l 
B,u,- c (-~)‘(B,B,‘)‘~‘~‘(O)ER((B,B;‘)~). 
i=O 
THEOREM 4.13. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.12, ( 10) 
has a unique strict solution for all f and u. E D(B,) such that f(t) = 
V4B,‘)kg(0, BouoW(BJ;l)k), where k is the smallest integer 
>m+p+2. 
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It suffices, in fact, to take r = k in the definition of z(r) and 
E= C[O, r; Y], F= C[O, z; X], D(L) = cm r; wul, 
mw = cm r; D(B, )I, Wu)(t) = Bou(t), 
(Mu)(t) = B, u(t) for u E D(L), u E D(M), 
D(B)= {UE C”‘[O, z; Y]: u(O)=Oj, (Bu)(t) = u’(l). 
Results analogous to Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.10 can be obtained for 
Problem (10) when a spectral hypothesis (on a-regions) is satisfied by the 
operator-pencil zB, + BO. 
EXAMPLE 4.14. Let Qx), b(x), m(x), x E R”, be square N x N matrices. 
Following [ 11, pp. 73-751 for the regular case (m(x) = 0, we will give in 
the sequel conditions sufficient to treat the following initial-value problems 
of partial differential equations, namely 
a(m(X) U)/at = 2 Uj(X) au/axj+ (b(x) + ctZ) u +f(t, x), 
/=I 
Odt<qxeR”, (11) 
py m(x) u(t, x) = w,(x), XER” (12) 
ITI(X) au/3t = i gx) au/ax, + (btx) + UZ) u +f(t, x), 
/= 1 
O<t<z,xeR”, (13) 
40, x) = u,(x), XER”, (14) 
where CI is a sufficiently large real number and u = (u,, . . . . uN) is the 
unknown. 
The novelty with respect o the treatment given in [ 111 is that m(x) can 
be singular, in the sense we will specify in a moment. Let us introduce the 
space B”‘(R”), i = 0, 1. It consists of all functions whose derivatives up to 
order i are continuous and bounded on R”. Then our requests on the 
matrices in (ll), (13) are 
each component of m is in B’(R”) and m(x) is non-negative for 
all x E R”, (15) 
each component a;“(x), i, k = 1, . . . . N, j= 1, . . . . n, of ai and 
b(x) belongs to B(‘)(R”) and Bco’(R”), respectively; (16) 
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For any u E ,2(P)N = X, where X is endowed with the usual inner product 
( , ), one puts ~u(x)=~;=,u~(x) au/axi+b(x)t4. 
Define an operator A by 
D(A)= {UEXdUEX), Au = du, 24 ED(A), 
and A, = A + al. Further, let A r denote multiplication by m in the space X. 
With the notation U. u = Cr= i uiUi for the inner product of u = (ul, . . . . uN) 
and u = (or, . . . . u,), it follows from [ll, p. 731 that for all u E D(A,) = D(A) 
there holds 
Let 
B=SUP SUP Ibid(x 
x kJ= 1....,N 
c= sup sup 
j = l....,n x ~.I~!..N I I 
aujkqx) 
axj ’ 
C=ilC; 
here, of course, b,,(x) are the components of b(x). Then 
Re((A,+zA,)u,u)>(-C/2-fl+a)llu;XI12 
for all complex numbers z such that Re z > 0. Hence, if a > fl + C/2, we 
deduce that for a certain C, > 0 we have 
IIM, + zA,) u; XII 2 C, 11~; X/I, ugD(A,,). 
By introducing the formal adjoint of JZZ, analogously to [ 11, p. 741, we 
easily recognize that under the previous hypotheses zA, + A, has a boun- 
ded inverse for Re z > 0 and the norm of (zA r + A,)-’ in L(X) is uniformly 
bounded on this set. Since A, is a bounded operator, this in turn implies 
that IIA,(zA, + A,)-‘; L(X)11 < C(l + lz]), Re z>,O. 
Then Theorems 4.3, 4.6, 4.12, 4.13 permit the affirmation of 
THEOREM 4.15. Assume (15) (16). Then for any a sufficiently large and 
for all f~ C”‘[O, 7; L2(R”)“] there is a unique u E C[O, z; L2(R”)“], with 
2 + m( .) u(t, .) E C”‘[O, r; L2(R”)N] such that (11) holds almost everywhere 
in R” and (12) is oerijied in the sense that lim,l, JR” Ilm(x) u(t, x)- w,(x); 
CNj12 dx = 0, provided that w0 = C: =0 (- 1)’ (A, A;‘)‘+ ‘,f”‘(O) + w, with 
WER((A,A,‘)~). 
Clearly, we have defined u(t), f(t) by u(t)(x) = u(t, x), f(t)(x) =.f‘(t, x), 
O<t<T, XER”, and f(j)(t) by f(j)(t)(x)=d~~(t,x)/ati, j= 1,2, . . . Note 
580176’2-15 
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that WER((A~A;~)‘), s= 1, 2, . . . . signifies that W(X) = m(x) u,,(x), where 
QED(A) and there exist u,, . . . . v,+ i E D(A) such that ((A + LY) ui)(x) = 
m(x) ui+,(x), for i=O, 1, . . . . s-2. 
THEOREM 4.16. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 4.15, there is a 
unique u solving (1 l), (12) for all f and w,, such that f( t, .) = 
(4A,‘)3g(t, .), wg= (A,A,‘)4 WI, where g E C[O, z; L2(R”)“] and 
w, E L2(RyN. 
THEOREM 4.17. Zf the asumptions in Theorem 4.15 hold, and f E 
c’4’[o, z; L2(R”)“], ZQ, ED(A), then for c( sufficiently large (independent off 
and u,), there exists a unique UE C[O, z; L2(R”)“], with t -+ u(t, .)E 
C”)[O, r; L2(R”)N] such that (13) is satisfied almost everywhere in R” and 
lim,,, JR” IIu(t, x) - u,(x); CNl12 Ax = 0, provided that 
(A+cr)u,- i (-l)j(AI(A+cr)-‘)if(i)(0)ER((A1(A+cr))’)4). 
j=O 
The same conclusion holds if f (t, . ) = (A, (A + ~1) - ’ )” g( t, . ), (A + c() u. E 
R((A,(A + M))‘)~), gE C[O, t; L’(R”)“]. 
Remark 4.18. In [ 31, R. Beals proved existence and uniqueness of 
solutions to the Cauchy problem and mixed problems for a general class of 
(possibly) non-strictly hyperbolic equations and systems, by reducing them 
to the abstract form (6). 
In the Cauchy problem case, his assumptions imply that if X= L2(R”)N 
and the matrices involved in (13) with m(x) s Z, are independent of x, then 
the estimate II(z + A))‘; L(X)// < C( 1 + I.z()~, m a suitable positive integer, 
holds on 1Re z/ > co >O. On the other hand, if the matrices in (13) do 
depend on x, then such an inequality is satisfied in a region of type a. 
Analogous results hold for mixed problems. Hence, we can apply both 
Theorems 4.3, 4.6, together Remark 4.5, in the former case, and 
Corollary 4.10 in the latter one. 
Application 2 
Consider the following Cauchy problem relative to a higher order dif- 
ferential equation, 
A&“‘(t) + ... + Au”‘(t)+ I ... +A,u’(t)+A,u(t)=f(t), O<t<z, 
u(0) = 240, u’(0) = 24,) ...) u’“-“(O) = u,- 1) (17) 
where Aj, j = 0, 1, . . . . n, is a closed linear operator from X into itself, X a 
complex Banach space, f E C[O, r; X] and ujg X for j= 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. 
Clearly, z&)(t) denotes the strong derivative of order j of u(t): t&)(t) = 
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d’u(t)/dr-‘. As a strict solution for (17) we mean a function u E C’“‘[O, r; X] 
such that r&j)(,) E D(Aj) for all 0 < t < 7 and j = 0, 1, . . . . n, t -+ A,G(t) 
belongs to C[O, 7; X] and (17) holds. 
In the sequel we will give some hypotheses on A, which ensure that the 
results in Application 1 apply to a suitable first order problem to which 
(17) is reduced. To this end, we shall make 
ASSUMPTION H.lO. A, and Q(z) = c;zO zJA, have a bounded inverse,fbr 
all z in a region 8, where LB is either a logarithmic region or a region qf type 
a. Moreover, there exist qi > 0, j = 0, 1, . . . . n and C > 0, such that 
liA,Q(t) ~~I; L(X)// <<(I + 1~))~: =ES?, j=O, 1, . . . . n. 
Now define 
q=max{q,,j=O, 1, . . . . n}, 
X,=D(Aj+,)nD(A,+x)n .” nD(A,), j=O, 1 , . . . . n - 2, 
where it is supposed that X, # {O}; X, . IS endowed with the norm (Ju; X,lI = 
maxi lJu;D(A,+,)IJ: r= 1, 2, . . . . n-j}, 
x ?I- I = x, 2=X,xX,x .‘. XX,? _,, 
C,(z)= f f-‘-IA,, WCf(Z)) = x,> j=o, 1 , . . . . n - 2, 
r=/i~l 
C, _ I(z) = I, the identity operator, 
n- I n-- 1 
Di(z)= 1 Z’--i-lA,, D(D,(z)) = n D(A,), j=O, I, . . . . n-2, 
r=/+1 r=j+l 
n-l 
Dn-.,(z)=O, T(z)= c A,. 
j=O 
Let us set zP(t)=v,(t), j=O,l,..., n-l, u(t)=(v,(t) ,..., U,-,(Z)), vo= 
(240, . . . . U,_~,), x”=xx .‘. xX, F(t)= (0, 0, . . . . O,f(t)), and define two 
operators 9 and J&Z in X by 
n-1 
-vl, -v2 ,..., -v,,-,, c -) A,u, , 
j=O 
D(P’)=D(A,)xD(A,)x ... xD(A,p,), 
~w=(w~,wI,..,,w,,-~,A,w,-~), 
w = (w,, . . . . w,- ‘) E D(A) 
=wx D(A,). 
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Then ( 17) assumes the form 
“4w( t) + LYu( t) = F(t), 0 G t ,< f, u(0) = ug. (18) 
The crucial problem now is to find a suitable space E in which to apply to 
(18) the technique we have developed in Application 1. We begin by obser- 
ving that (z.M + 9) u = h = (h,, hi, . . . . h,) is equivalent to the system 
ZUj-U/+1 =hj, j=O, 1, . . . . n-2, 
n-2 
C Aiuj+(zA,+A,-,)u,-,=h,-,. 
j=O 
In view of Assumption H.lO, we deduce that for all ZE,@, one has 
n-1 
DO= Q(Z)-’ 1 C,(Z) hj, 
j=O 
P-1 
u,.=zju,- c zi-‘-‘h,, j= 1, . . . . n- 1; 
r=O 
hence, we also have 
j-l 
uj = .so (z’Q(z) -’ C,(z) - zj- ‘I) h, 
n-1 
+ 1 (z’QW-’ C,(z)) h,, j= 1,2, . . . . n- 1. 
r=j 
Some cumbersome calculations then show that (z&! + 9)’ f=x = 
(x i, . . . . x,), with f = (fi, . . . . f,) E Z, if and only if 
xk = i ~~-j(Z-zjQ(z)-~ cj- ,(z))& 
j=l 
- zkQ(z)-’ j=c+ 1 C,- ,(z)jj for k = 1, . . . . n - 1, 
x,= i (T(Z) Q(Z)-’ Cj- l(Z)-Dj- l(Z))&* 
j=l 
Note that xk E x,- i for k = 1, . . . . n - 1. What we have just obtained and the 
estimates we will prove in a moment, shall show that E = C[O, T; Z] works. 
In view of the estimate (M is a suitable constant) 
IICj(Z); L(Xj; X)1( <M(l + IZI)n-l-i 3 j=O, 1, . . . . n-2, 
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since f, E D(A,) for j = 0, 1, . . . . k, it is a simple matter to recognize that 
iI+; XII < C(1 + lZI)qo+k+“-l i II& xj- *II 
j= 1 
= C(1 + JZ))q~+k+n-’ IIf; ZII, 
IIAjX,; X1( < C’(l + IZI)q’+k+“-l IIf; zll, j = k, k + 1, ,,,, n, 
and hence 
lb,; x/r-*II < C”(1 + (Z()@+k+nP1 Ijf; z\j, k=l,2 ,..., n-1. 
Further, the estimates (Ci, i = 1, 2, . . . . are suitable positive constants): 
IIW) Q(z)-‘; WN dC,(l+ l~l)~,~=max{q~, q1 + 1, . . ..qnM1 +n- I}, 
l/0.( )* L(X.. XII Q Cz(l + )z))“-2--j 
JZ, I’ 9 
j=o, 1, . ..) n-2, 
imply that 
Ib,;~II ~C3(1+IZl)*+n-- Ilf;a 
On the other hand, s<t+n-- 1, and thus 
[lx; ZI( < C,(l + jZI)Q+2(n-‘) Ilf; Z(I. 
Therefore all we have obtained in Application 1 is applicable with 
4 + 2(n - 1) instead of m. We could then make use of Theorems 4.12, 4.13 
(and their analogues for u-regions) and reach regularity and compatibility 
conditions on S and the initial data u,,, . . . . U, _ 1, which ensure solvability 
for (17). 
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